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Abstract—Together with the rapid development of the Internet
of Things (IoT), human activity recognition (HAR) using wear-
able Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) becomes a promising
technology for many research areas. Recently, deep learning-
based methods pave a new way of understanding and performing
analysis of the complex data in the HAR system. However, the
performance of these methods is mostly based on the quality
and quantity of the collected data. In this paper, we innovatively
propose to build a large database based on virtual IMUs and then
address technical issues by introducing a multiple-domain deep
learning framework consisting of three technical parts. In the first
part, we propose to learn the single-frame human activity from
the noisy IMU data with hybrid convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) in the semi-supervised form. For the second part, the
extracted data features are fused according to the principle of
uncertainty-aware consistency, which reduces the uncertainty by
weighting the importance of the features. The transfer learning is
performed in the last part based on the newly released Archive of
Motion Capture as Surface Shapes (AMASS) dataset, containing
abundant synthetic human poses, which enhances the variety
and diversity of the training dataset and is beneficial for the
process of training and feature transfer in the proposed method.
The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method have
been demonstrated in the real deep inertial poser (DIP) dataset.
The experimental results show that the proposed methods can
surprisingly converge within a few iterations and outperform all
competing methods.
Index Terms—Human activity recognition, virtual IMU,
multiple-domain deep learning, uncertainty-aware consistency,
transfer learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
HUMAN activity recognition (HAR) is a critical tech-nology in the Internet of Things (IoT), which aims to
provide information on human physical activity and detect
human actions [1], [2]. With the fast advancement of the IoT,
HAR has attracted much attention as it enables many appli-
cations [3]–[6] such as healthcare, security monitoring, smart
home [7] etc. Based on different types of sensing modes, the
HAR has been approached in three different ways: 1)vision-
based HAR; [1], [8] 2)radio-based HAR; [9], [10] 3)wearable-
device-based HAR [11]–[13]. The vision-based HAR is one
of the well-known external methods that has been extensively
studied by academia and industry, but the vision-based HAR
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has to face many challenges in terms of cost, coverage,
and lighting conditions, especially privacy security [1], [8].
With the deployment of wireless communication devices, the
radio-based HAR used by the variations of wireless signal
intensity has also been extensively studied [14]. Besides, the
radio-based HAR is vulnerable to environmental interference;
The related HAR is relatively simple and is often used for
location services in practical applications [9]. On the other
hand, intelligent wearables equipped with inexpensive micro
sensors, i.e., inertial measurement units (IMUs) [11], provide
a new way for HAR in a non-intrusive manner. Moreover,
IMUs can be flexibly attached to the body and provide time-
stamped signals with the acceleration and orientation of the
body movement [8]. Therefore, in this work, we will focus on
wearable-device-based HAR.
Recent years have witnessed an increasing interest in ma-
chine learning-based HAR with wearable devices. Traditional
HAR algorithms, such as random forest (RF) [15], Bayesian
network [16], and support vector machine (SVM) [17], have
been proposed for HAR based on the manual mode for choos-
ing characteristic points. For example, [18], [19] manually
extracted different features, such as mean, energy, frequency-
domain entropy and correlation, which were then fed into
the classifiers, e.g., decision tree [20], K-nearest neighbor
(KNN) [21]. With manually selected features, the machine
learning methods have achieved good recognition accuracy.
Later, the advanced feature selection methods [22], such as
principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminate anal-
ysis (LDA), have been proposed, which can jointly minimize
classification errors and decrease the computational time.
With the rapid development of neural networks, researchers
started to apply deep neural networks with HAR. Considering
deep learning based HAR with automatic feature extraction,
improved accuracy and robustness have been reported in many
related works [13], [23]–[28]. At the early stage of deep
learning based HAR, Vepakomma et al. [29] used traditional
methods to extract manual features, which were then fed into a
fully-connected deep neural network for classifying activities
in HAR. As the CNN is insensitive to scale changes and can
capture local dependence of nearby signal-related information,
the works of [23]–[26] used 1D/2D CNN frameworks to
perform feature extraction and classification for HAR. It has
been shown in these works that the CNN is an effective model
for obtaining useful information in the spatial dimension from
IMU signals. In addition to using the CNN architecture to
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process sensor data, some researchers started to pay attention
to the temporal characteristics of sensor data. For example,
Guan et al. [27] proposed a method for HAR, which is
based on the recurrent neural network (RNN) with long short-
term memory (LSTM) and obtained satisfactory results at the
expense of increased computational time. What’s more, the
hyperbolic networks model [30], consisting of convolutions
and LSTM recurrent units, has been proposed to realize multi-
modal wearable activity recognition. This hybrid network
(denoted by Deep ConvLSTM) jointly takes into account the
advantages of two kinds of network models, obtains multi-
level latent knowledge [31] for considered signals, and thus
achieves better results for HAR compared with the network
with single model.
In summary, the deep learning methods provide an effective
way for automatic feature extraction in HAR. Besides, the
hyperbolic networks with different kinds of network modules
(i.e., 1D CNN, 2D CNN, RNN) encourage a flexible way for
obtaining multi-level latent representation for the investigated
signals. However, the performance of deep learning methods
is mostly based on the quality and quantity of the collected
data. There is little works on robust and efficient HAR from
noisy and label-deficient IMU data.
In this study, motivated by recently published works [32]–
[34], we propose a novel multiple-domain deep learning
framework to realize robust and real-time HAR. Our contri-
butions are listed as follows.
1) We first propose to build an extensive database based on
virtual IMUs. A novel multi-domain deep learning frame-
work, employing hybrid convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) in the semi-supervised form, is then proposed
to learn the single-frame human activity from noisy and
imbalanced data, which are very important yet rarely
exploited tasks in HAR.
2) In the proposed method, the latent representations ob-
tained from five single-domain feature extractors are
fused together according to the principle of uncertainty-
aware consistency, which reduces the uncertainty by
weighting the importance of the features. This is a simple
yet effective effort for improving the performance of the
proposed method.
3) The mechanism of transfer learning is adopted in the
proposed method based on the recently released AMASS
dataset, containing great synthetic human poses and vir-
tual IMU data. The employment of AMASS can enhance
the variety and diversity of the training dataset and has
demonstrated beneficial effects on training process and
feature transfer in the proposed method.
4) Based on the real deep inertial poser (DIP) dataset, nu-
merous experiments have been conducted to evaluate the
performance of the problem method. The experimental
results show that the proposed methods can surprisingly
converge within a few iterations and outperform all com-
peting methods, demonstrating the novelty of employing
the virtual IMU and the effectiveness of the proposed
methods.
We will release our code for reproducible research.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II introduces the basic knowledge of data set preparation
and the proposed method. Section III presents the multi-
domain neural network which consists of the feature extraction
module, feature fusion module and cross domain knowledge
transfer module. In Section V, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed method against several competing ones over
various experiments. Finally, Section VI concludes the work
and discusses the future work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces the data sets and related signal pro-
cessing methods used for HAR tasks and presents the relevant
basic knowledge. In order to ensure the diversity and richness
of the HAR dataset in real scene, we innovatively reproduce a
synthetic HAR dataset and generate the corresponding virtual
IMU data from a recently published motion capture dataset
AMASS [35], which relieves the pain of scarcity of the limit
training data.
A. Synthesizing IMU Data
The proposed method is based on deep learning framework,
in which a sufficiently large data set is required for training.
Here, we obtain synthetic IMU dataset based on the motion
capture dataset AMASS [35] and DIP-dataset [36], which
contain abundant human activities. Therefore, according to the
characteristics of selected datasets, we introduced the basic
principles of the SMPL model, and briefly explained the
motion capture data generation process of virtual IMU data
and related data processing for labeling.
1) Basic knowledge of SMPL model: The SMPL model is
a parametric human body model proposed by Matthew Loper
[37], which contains 23 joint point posture descriptions of
the standard bone model and a basic human body orienta-
tion description (root orientation), a total of 72 parameters
describing posture (23*3+1*3), including 10 shape parameter
descriptions describing the 3D human body shape. Combining
the linear blend-skinning (LBS) function W (·) and the human
body average template shape T composed of N cascaded
vertex vectors at the zero pose time, the basic expression of
the SMPL model M(
−→
β ,
−→
θ ) , which maps shape and pose
parameters to vertices, can be obtained [37]:
M(
−→
β ,
−→
θ ) = W (Tp(
−→
β ,
−→
θ ), J(
−→
β ),
−→
θ ,W), (1)
where
Tp(
−→
β ,
−→
θ ) = T +Bs(
−→
β ) +Bp(
−→
θ ), (2)
Bs(
−→
β ) and Bs(
−→
θ ) are the blend shape function and the
pose-dependent blend shape function, which take the body
shape parameters
−→
β and the pose parameters
−→
θ as input of
functions respectively; J(
−→
β ) is the position of the joint points,
which is related to the body shape parameters; W is a set of
blend weights.
To take full advantage of the SMPL model, one need to
collect real human body meshes in different poses, which
are then trained for obtaining the corresponding relationship
among shape parameters, pose parameters and the mesh.
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TABLE I: PART OF THE AMASS DATASET STRUCTURE
Dataset Motions Minutes
ACCAD 252 26.74
CMU 2083 551.56
Eyes Japan 750 363.64
Human Eva 28 8.48
MPI HDM05 215 144.54
SSM 30 1.87
Transitions 110 15.1
JointLimit 40 24.14
BioMotion 3130 541.82
2) Motion capture dataset preparation: The dataset con-
taining abundant data is one of the cornerstones of deep
learning research. However, general HAR datasets [11] only
have a small amount of data and limited motion types. For
the HAR task in real scene, we use a motion capture dataset
commonly used for 3D reconstruction and pose reconstruction.
To get the large dataset, Mahmhood and others proposed to use
the Mosh++ algorithm to uniformly convert the motion capture
data in different data sets into SMPL body model [35], which
constitutes a motion capture data set containing more than
40 hours of exercise data, more than 300 experimenters and
11,000 exercise types. The motion capture data set contained
in the original AMASS data set used in this article is shown
in Tab. I.
The original AMASS dataset only provides SMPL model
data representing attitude parameters, and does not contain
corresponding IMU data. In order to adapt to wearable gesture
recognition tasks, it is necessary to simulate the IMU data
of the corresponding position from the SMPL model in the
AMASS dataset. Huang et al. [36] place virtual sensors on the
skin surface of the SMPL model, and use forward kinematics
to calculate the direction data of the virtual IMU for each
frame, which is expressed in the form of a rotation matrix.
For virtual simulated acceleration data, it can be obtained by
two differential operations. For time t, the virtual acceleration
can be defined as:
at =
Pt−1 + Pt+1 − 2Pt
dt2
, (3)
where Pt represents the location of the virtual IMU at time t
and at represents the virtual acceleration at time t. As a result,
we adopt the similar strategy in [36] to generate the rotation
matrix and virtual acceleration data, which are further used
for training the our network model.
3) IMU data processing: IMU is a precision measurement
device that includes an accelerometer, a gyroscope, and a mag-
netometer. With the development of Microelectromechanical
Systems (MEMS) technology and the proliferation of IMUs in
smart devices, researches on wearable IMU can better serve
IoT applications. As introduced in the previous section, we use
the IMU observations placed near the joints of the human body
to recognize complex human activities. We use the observation
values (rotation matrix and acceleration) obtained by the IMU
placed near the joints of the human body to recognize the
complex human activities. Since IMU sensors are susceptible
to environmental noise, electromagnetic waves and tempera-
ture changes, the low-pass filter was used to reduce the impact
of certain high-frequency noises in raw IMU data. Besides, in
order to obtain data suitable for neural network input, we have
performed necessary processing on the IMU raw data, such
as coordinate conversion and normalization. Fig. 1 shows a
schematic diagram of the IMU output and the SMPL body
model.
Fig. 1: IMU output and SMPL body model
4) Posture recognition data annotation: The dataset used
in our work is based on the AMASS and DIP datasets
as mentioned above. For the virtual IMU dataset AMASS,
considering that the AMASS dataset contains a plentiful of
activities, we need to screen out suitable data for HAR tasks
and label them. Therefore, This paper uses the methods of text
description division, common motion category screening and
visual auxiliary annotation to label the HAR data of the motion
capture dataset (AMASS dataset). The flowchart is shown in
Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Data labeling flowchart.
The following part introduces in detail the labeling process
of the AMASS dataset: 1) Posture division based on text
description: The original AMASS dataset is a collection of
many motion capture datasets. When collecting these data
sets, the experimenter will often follow the pre-specified rules
to perform the corresponding movement, so corresponding
to each motion capture file, the dataset itself will provide
the motion posture description corresponding to the file. This
article directly uses the posture description provided by the file
name as the basis to preliminarily divide the motion capture
files of each sub-data set contained in AMASS. 2) Common
motion category screening: After dividing the preliminary
postures according to the text description, we further label
them in combination with common behaviors and postures in
daily life. In this process, two types of posture files, the martial
arts type and specific high-frequency conversion combined
postures, which are rarely related to daily human activities,
were eliminated. Therefore, following the preliminary results
of posture division in step 1,the AMASS dataset was finally
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divided into 12 HAR categories. 3) Auxiliary annotation
of posture visualization: After the first two steps, specific
behavior classification has been completed for most data files.
However, due to the lack of particular posture description
information, there are still some data files that cannot be
directly labeled. Therefore, we mainly use Unity and Matlab to
visualize motion capture files. Therefore, after visual analysis,
the data can be segmented, annotated, or eliminated, so that all
the files contained in the data set are classified and annotated.
Fig. 3: SMPL models with Unity visual action.
For the DIP dataset which were collected in reality with
a small amount of data, and a preliminary classification was
made at the time of collection. We verified the classification
of the DIP data set and eliminated some difficult-to-discern
actions, and finally got 5 types of complex action categories,
Upper Body, Lower Body, Locomotion, Jumping and Com-
puter Works. Each behavior category and the specific motion
posture included in each behavior category are shown in Tab.
II.
TABLE II: DIP DATASETS STRUCTURE
Categories Motions
Upper Body Arm raises, stretches and swings, Armcrossings on torso, and behind head.
Lower Body Leg raises. Squats. Lunges
Locomotion Walking (Walking straight and in circle),Sidesteps (crossing legs, touching feet).
Jumping Jumping jacks
Computer Works Finishing computer works, interactingwith everyday objects.
In what follows, we will introduce some preliminary knowl-
edge about denoising autoencoders and the Kullback-Leibler
Divergence, which are the basis of proposed scheme.
B. Denoising Autoencoders
With noisy observation of considered datasets (AMASS or
DIP), the framework of denoising autoencoders [38] will be
adopted to extract features and perform data reconstructions
(cleaning) jointly. Given an input x, the autoencoder-based
deep neural network first encodes it to a latent space through
several encoding techniques, i.e., 1D/2D convolution, pooling,
and batch normalization. With similar techniques1, the features
κ embedded in the latent space are then decoded to obtain the
estimation of the cleaned input xˆ. The whole process can be
summarized as:
1In the decoding part, the 1D/2D convolution operations will be replaced by
the deconvolution operations. In this work, following the prior work [39] and
considering the characteristics of IMU data samples, the large stride size is
employed, instead of the pooling strategies, to persevere the spatial structure
of the considered data.
Encoding : κ = ϕ (f (W1,x) + b1)
Decoding : xˆ = ϕ (g (W2, κ) + b2)
,
Where f and g denote the techniques used in the encoding
and decoding processes, respectively. In this work, f and g
are multiple layer convolution operations and deconvolution
operation, respectively. The goal of the autoencoder is to learn
the network parameters {W1,W2,b1,b2} by minimizing the
loss function as follows,
min
{W1,W2,b1,b2}
∑K
k=1
‖xˆk − xk‖22, (4)
where K denotes the number of data samples in a mini
batch.
1) Kullback-Leibler Divergence: The Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence, also known as the relative entropy, is com-
monly used in statistics to measure similarity between two
density distributions. Given two probability measures P and
Q, the KL divergence of P from Q can be denoted by
DKL (P,Q) =
∑
P ln
P
Q
, (5)
In this work, we use the symmetrized version of the to
measure the difference between the learned features in the
different latent spaces,
SDKL (P,Q) = DKL (P,Q) +DKL (Q,P ) , (6)
which will explained in the following section.
III. METHODS
In this section, as shown in Fig. 4, we present the proposed
multi-domain neural network which consist of three technical
modules: 1) Feature extraction module based on the hybrid
deep convolutional neural network; 2) Feature fusion module
with the principle of uncertainty-aware consistency; 3) Cross
domain knowledge transfer module according to the mecha-
nism of the transfer learning.
A. Feature Extraction using Hybrid Deep Convolutional Neu-
ral Network
We use the IMU data collected from three inertial sensors,
which are respectively equipped on the head, left wrist and
right leg of the investigated subjects. Let x ∈ RN×T be
the collected IMU data. The symbol N denotes the sum of
all parameters (acceleration and the rotation matrix) and T
the size of the sliding window. In the following, we will
elaborate on the proposed multi-domain network model for
automatically extracting multi-level feature from noisy IMU
signals, which are used for classifying individual human
activities. We design a hybrid CNN to perform spatio-temporal
feature learning of the IMU datasets.
As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed hybrid CNN model is
specifically designed to identify dynamic patterns in IMU
signals by incorporating feature extraction, signal denoising
and classification tasks. Given the input data (DIP dataset or
AMASS), {xk,yk}k=1,··· ,K , at the feature extraction stage,
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Fig. 4: Proposed overview.
the extracted features obtained by hybrid CNNs (2D-CNNs
and 1D-CNNs) can be respectively represented by
κ2Dk = f
2D
(
W2D,xk
)
, (7)
and
κ1Dk = f
1D
(
W1D,xTk
)
, (8)
where f2D and f1D are the forward models of a multiple-layer
2D-CNN and 1D-CNN, respectively. We will present in detail
about f2D and f1D in Section III. W2D and W1D are the
corresponding parameters (weight matrices and bias vectors)
in the 2D/1D networks.
The feature extraction shown in (7) and (8) jointly take
advantages of 2D-CNN and 1D-CNN, which can learn the con-
nectivity pattern among the multi-modal signals and identify
characteristics in individual channel [40]–[43], respectively.
We will introduce the fusion strategies in Section III-B for
the extracted features obtained from the hybrid CNN, which
take into account importance of each extracted feature.
B. Extracted Features Fusion
In this part, as shown in Fig. 5, we describe the fusion
strategies, such as feature-level fusion, decision-level fusion
and decision-level fusion with fairness consideration, for the
extracted features.
1) Feature-level Fusion: As shown in [44], [45], it is a
common way to fuse the features with the feature-level fusion
scheme (or so called parallel strategy) [44], in which the
obtained features are first flattened and then concatenated into
a single feature vector,
κFussedk =
[
κ2Dk κ
1D
k
]T
, (9)
Fig. 5: Illustration of the proposed feature fusion strategies.
which is then fed into a common classification component
consisting of dense layers and the softmax output layer.
The feature-level fusion scheme is a popular way for fusing
the hierarchical latent representations learned by the hybrid
CNN, however, ignoring the importance of the individual
latent representation. In the following, we propose a decision-
level fusion scheme and its improved version to address this
problem.
2) Decision-level Fusion: In this subsection, we introduce
the design of the decision-level fusion scheme. We assume
that the input (extracted feature to be fused) of the proposed
fusion module is denoted as
κk =
[
κ2Dk κ
1D
k
]T ∈ RM×K , (10)
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where M is the dimension to be merged and K is the output
dimension of each merging feature. The general expression of
the decision-level fusion scheme can be formulated as
ξk  κk s.t.
∑
ξk = 1, , 0 ≤ ξk ≤ 1,
where ξk is the attention weights that control the contributions
of each merging feature in κk. As a result, the key problem
now is to find the way to determine the attention weights. Here,
we propose to use the sigmoid function (σ (·)) to satisfy the
condition in (10). As a result, we can have
κFussedi =
√
σ
(
κ2Di
) κ2Di +√1− σ (κ1Di ) κ1Di , (11)
where  denotes the Hadamard product.
In order to further improve the stability of the proposed
decision-level fusion scheme, we enable the design to perform
the fusion with empirical risk minimization under fairness
constraints (ERMFC) [46], [47].
3) Decision-level Fusion with ERMFC: The fusion strategy
(11) does not fully consider the fairness of the extracted feature
i.e., the size and the distribution of each feature. Following
the theoretical works shown in [46], [47], the fairness of the
extracted feature will be enhanced when they are sampled
from the same distribution. Such a condition is extremely hard
to achieve for a network functional. As a result, we try to
tackle the problem by minimizing the distance between their
distribution as
DKL
(
κ2Di , κ
1D
i
)
= DKL
(
κ1Di , κ
2D
i
)
+DKL
(
κ2Di , κ
1D
i
)
,
(12)
where
κ1Di =
κ1D∑
κ1D
, κ1D =
1
N1
N1∑
i=1
κ1Di ,
κ2Di =
κ2D∑
κ2D
, κ2D =
1
N1
N1∑
i=1
κ2Di .
Once the network was trained and the optimal condition
of network optimization was achieved, the fairness among
different features will be achieved at optimum [46], [47].
With fine-grained features as shown above, we will use
standard Softmax regression,
Js = min
− 1M
M∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
1{yi=j} log
e(κ
Fussed
j )
T
xi
K∑
j=1
e(κ
Fussed
j )
T
xi
 ,
(13)
to train the network at the training stage and finally obtain
the estimates for the HAR activities. In (13), 1(.) denotes the
indicator function whose value will be 1 if the condition yi = j
is satisfied, otherwise 0.
C. Signal Denoising in Two Pathways
To reduce the effect of noise that inevitably contained in the
IMU signals, we are trying to reconstruct the IMU signals in
two pathways by solving the following minimization function:
Jr = min
W
1
2
∑K
k=1
∥∥xˆ1Dk − xTk ∥∥22 +∑Kk=1 ∥∥xˆ2Dk − xk∥∥22 ,
(14)
where
xˆ1Dk = g
1D
((
W1D
)′
, κ1Di
)
and
xˆ2Dk = g
2D
((
W2D
)′
, κ2Di
)
are outputs (reconstructed signals) of the proposed 2D-CNNs
and 1D-CNNs, respectively. The functions g2D and g1D
denote the models of a multiple-layer 2D-DCNN and 1D-
DCNN, respectively. We will present in detail about g2D
and g1D in Section III. W =
{(
W2D
)′
,
(
W1D
)′}
, are the
corresponding parameters (weight matrices and bias vectors)
in the 2D/1D networks. The design in (14) enables us to
denoise the IMU signals in two distinct pathways, improving
the robustness of the proposed algorithm.
D. Overall Network Parameters Optimization
With above technical analysis, we obtain the final objective
function which acts as the general rule for the network
parameters learning as
min
W
Js + β1Jr + β2Ψ (W) + β3DKL
(
κ2Di , κ
1D
i
)
,
(15)
where W are network parameters in all considered networks
and {βk}k=1,2,3 are auxiliary variables that are used for
balancing each penalty in (15). Ψ (W) is an regularization on
the model parameters (Wi are the ensembles of i-th network
weights and bias), which is defined as follows,
Ψ (W) =
∑
‖Wi‖2, (16)
The network parameters will be updated using the stochastic
gradient descent strategy [48] with a dynamic learning rate
scheme, which will be elaborated in the following section.
E. Knowledge Transfer from Synthetic to Real IMU Data
As shown in Section II-A, we have created a very large
synthetic IMU data (AMASS) based on the recently re-
leased AMASS dataset, containing abundant human poses. The
knowledge transfer from synthetic IMU data to the real one is
enabled by the mechanism of the transfer learning [49], which
is summarized in Algorithm. 1.
So far, we have introduced the design of the proposed net-
work model. We will evaluate its performance with numerous
experiments in the following.
IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Combining the related theories of feature extraction, fusion
and signal reconstruction introduced earlier, we now briefly
explain the network parameters and structure.
A. Network parameters specification
The network architecture consists of five single-domain
modules: a 1D-CNN encoder, a 1D-CNN decoder, a 2D-CNN
encoder, a 2D-CNN decoder and a feature fusion classifier.
In the first module, the input IMU data in the mini-batch
has a dimension of 36×60, which means the data in the time-
domain were assigned in the sub-channels, leading to effective
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Algorithm 1: KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER ALGORITHM
Input: AMASS:
{
xAtrain,y
A
train
}
,
{
xAeval,y
A
eval
}
;
DIP:
{
xDtrain,y
D
train
}
,
{
xDeval
}
Output: Activity estimates for DIP: yˆAeval
1 Initialize the weights and bias (W) using Xavier
initialization;
2 i← 0, lr ← 0.001, factor = 0.99
3 while i ≤ maxiter or Convergent do
4 Get mini batch data in AMASS;
5 i← i+ 1
6 Update W according to (15);
7 if mod(i, 100) = 0 then
8 lr = lr ∗ factor
9 Calculate yˆAeval according to (13) and examine
convergence;
10 return Wˆ
11 Initialize the weights and bias in fusion layer using
Xavier initialization;
12 Initialize the weights and bias in other layers with Wˆ;
13 while i ≤ maxiter or Convergent do
14 Get mini batch data in DIP;
15 i← i+ 1
16 Update W according to (15);
17 Calculate yˆDeval according to (13); return yˆDeval
extraction of latent feature in the spatial-domain. Besides, the
1D-CNN encoder has four 1-strided 1D-convolutional layers,
which reduce the input size from 60 to 48, and change the
channel from 36 to 128. Next, the convolutional feature of
dimension 128 × 48 were flattened into 6144 × 1 to obtain
1D latent features. The 1D-CNN decoder contains four 1-
strided transposed 1D-convolutional layers, which restore the
IMU data from 48 to 60, and change the channel from 128
to 36. Before passing the 4 transpose layers, the feature data
needs to be reshaped to 64× 128. The 1D-CNN module and
its transposed version comprise first pathway for IMU data
construction.
The second signal reconstruction way includes two network
single-domain modules: a four-layer 2D-CNN encoder and
a four-layer 2D-CNN decoder. The input has a dimension
of 1 × 60 × 36, which means the input IMU data were
allocated in one sub-channel to obtain the connectivity pattern
of all sensors in one time window. The 2D-CNN encoder has
two 2-strided 2D-convolutional layers and two 1-strided 2D-
convolutional layers, which reduce the input size from 60×36
to 7×1, and change the channel number form 1 to 96. Next, the
convolutional feature data of size 96×7×1 were reshaped into
672×1 to obtain flattened 2D features. The 2D-CNN decoder
contains two 1-strided transposed 2D-convolutional layers
and two 2-strided transposed 2D-convolutional layers, which
restore the IMU data from 7 × 1 to 60 × 36, and change the
channel number from 96 to 1. These two signal reconstruction
ways were connected by a feature fusion network module,
which has three kinds of forms (See detailed introductions
in Section III-B). This module takes hybrid (1D/2D) latent
TABLE III: TRAIN CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON
Settings
DIP Finetune
10Epoch 200Epoch 10Epoch 200Epoch
Deep ConvLSTM 35.90% 94.97% 93.11% 92.69%
MARS-v1 97.56% 97.81% 97.96% 97.98%
MARS-v2 97.99% 99.96% 99.96% 100.00%
MARS-v3 97.51% 100.00% 99.95% 100.00%
feature as input, and is then fed into fully connected layers to
obtain the HAR activity estimates.
B. Convergence Performance
This part discusses complexities of the proposed network
model in terms of its training performance. To compare the
convergence speed of different methods, we define conver-
gence as the accuracy of training during the training process
reaches 99% and remains stable for 10 epochs. In Fig. 6, we
compare the convergence performance of the three methods
proposed in this article and a representative competing algo-
rithm (Deep ConvLSTM). The proposed methods with three
different kinds of fusion strategies are denoted by MARS-v1,
MARS-v2, and MARS-v3, respectively.
DeepConvLSTM MARS-v1 MARS-v2 MARS-v3
0
100
200
300
400
500
Ep
oc
hs
>500 >500
18 11
>500 >500
4 5
DIP
DIP-Finetune
Fig. 6: Convergence performance comparison.
In the experiment, we set up to 500 epochs. Among
them, the training accuracy of the method MARS-v1 and the
comparison algorithm Deep ConvLSTM cannot reach the set
conditions in the upper limit of 500 iterations. The MARS-
v2 and MARS-v3 can converge at a surprising speed whether
they are directly trained on the DIP dataset or fine-tuned by the
AMASS dataset pre-training model. And using the model pre-
trained on the AMASS data set, through fine-tuning training
on the DIP data set, it can converge only after 4 iterations.
This result also shows that the proposed method has fast
convergence characteristics, and the use of the pre-trained
model on the AMASS data set for fine-tuning can converge in
just a few iterations, which is of great significance in practical
applications.
Tab. III further shows the convergence characteristics of the
four methods. We compared the training accuracy of 10 epochs
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and 200 epochs. For Deep ConvLSTM and MARS-v1 whose
training accuracy does not reach 99% after 500 Epochs, Fig.
III shows that the training accuracy of all proposed methods
are higher than Deep ConvLSTM under the same number
of training epoch. Moreover, it is shown in Fig. III that the
training accuracy of all methods with knowledge transfer (
Algorithm. 1) can obtain satisfactory accuracy within several
training epochs, which demonstrates that the efficiency of the
proposed methods.
C. Discussions
The general objective of HAR based on handy instruments,
i.e., IMUs, is to obtain knowledge about human physical
activity and then achieve intelligent control, such as smart
healthcare and smart home. It is noted that the multi-modality
in the non-stationary signals collected by IMUs makes it a
hard way to realize robust data analysis. Besides, the scarcity
of informative information aggravates pain in achieving ac-
curate HAR. On the other hand, the deep learning-based
methods pave the way for better understanding the signals. We
have proposed a novel multi-domain deep learning framework
through the above analysis, enabling automatic and efficient
feature extraction from both the synthetic and real data.
From the perspective of practical implementation, the com-
putational complexity is a significant concern for many plat-
forms with limited computing resources. In this work, we first
trained the network with a large-size AMASS dataset, which
can be completed in a control center with rich computing
resources. The network model has a medium-size (about 20M)
and was saved. As shown in Section IV-B, with the pre-
trained network parameters, experimental results on the real
DIP dataset demonstrated that the proposed method could
surprisingly obtain a target accuracy within few iterations,
indicating the novelty of employing the virtual IMU and the
effectiveness of the proposed methods. We believe this work
will be beneficial for both researchers and practitioners.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we will introduce the experimental setup and
evaluation results of the proposed method. First, we briefly
describe the data set and experimental settings used in the
experiment; second, we evaluate the effect of the algorithm
in public datasets, and then present the experimental results
of the proposed methods and several competing HAR ones.
All algorithms are performed on the Pytorch platform in a
workstation equipped with an Intel i7-8750 processor, 32GB
memory, and eight NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPUs.
A. Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model,
we conducted extensive experiments on the datasets:AMASS
and DIP, which have been introduced in Section II. It is worth
noting that the IMU data in AMASS is virtual IMU data,
which is obviously different from real IMU data. Therefore,
in order to improve the versatility of the data set in the real
scene, all our methods are pre-trained on AMASS, and then
using transfer learning to fine-tune the network on the DIP
data set, and finally test on the DIP datasets.
TABLE IV: IMU DATA ORGANIZATION FORM
Acc head Ori head Acc wrist Ori wrist Acc knee Ori knee
1∼3 4∼12 13∼15 16∼24 25∼27 28∼36
B. Performance Metrics
In this paper, three performance metrics [48], [49]: accu-
racy, precision, f1-score, are employed to evaluate the final
classification performance of our proposed method in HAR.
Accuracy: Accuracy is the overall accuracy for all classes
calculated as
Accuracy =
∑N
i=1 TPi +
∑N
i=1 TNi∑N
i=1 TPi +
∑N
i=1 TNi+∑N
i=1 FPi +
∑N
i=1 FNi
,
(17)
where N denotes the class number. Variables TPi, FPi, TNi,
FNi are the true positives, false positives, true negatives and
false negatives of the class i, respectively.
Precision: Precision is the precision of correctly classified
positive instances to the total number of instances classified
as positive, which can be denoted by
Precision =
1
N
N∑
i=1
TPi
TPi + FPi
. (18)
F1-score: F1-score is a key evaluation measure of classi-
fication performance, which considers both the precision and
the recall of the test:
F1score =
2
∑N
i=1 TPi
2
∑N
i=1 TPi +
∑N
i=1 FPi +
∑N
i=1 FNi
. (19)
C. Compared Algorithms
We compare the three proposed methods with the following
algorithms:
Random forest (RF) [50]: it refers to a classifier that
constructs a multitude of decision trees to train and predict
samples.
LSTM [51]: A multi-layer RNN network with long short-
term memory has been proposed for HAR based on inertial
sensor time-series.
Deep ConvLSTM [30]: This model uses a deep convolu-
tional neural network to extract feature and a recurrent neural
network to learn time dependencies.
Xiao2019 : In [13], a deep convolutional autoencoder based
network have been proposed for HAR based on the DIP
dataset.
D. Overall Performance Comparison
In this experiment, we select the data of three inertial
sensors at the head, left wrist and right leg for training and
testing. The specific data organization is shown in Tab. IV.
Where Acc represents acceleration, Ori represents the rotation
matrix measured by IMU.
For the AMASS dataset and DIP dataset, we organize them
according to the format as shown in Tab. IV. Besides, we
use the AMASS dataset for training to obtain pre-training
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models of all employed networks. Then, we use the pre-trained
model on the AMASS data set to initialize the new network
weights, and then perform the knowledge transfer according
to Algorithm. 1 for the DIP dataset and get the test results.
TABLE V: OVERALL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
RESULT
Classifier Dataset Accuracy F1-score Precision
Random Forest DIP 83.20% 82.86% 83.50%
LSTM DIP 80.34% 82.57% 80.86%DIP/AMASS 73.63% 77.28% 74.77%
Deep ConvLSTM DIP 78.33% 79.31% -%DIP/AMASS 84.80% 85.12% -%
Xiao2019 DIP 89.08% 89.16% -%DIP/AMASS 91.15% 91.21% -%
MARS-v1 DIP 91.19% 90.35% 89.87%DIP/AMASS 93.81% 92.88% 92.00%
MARS-v2 DIP 91.75% 91.77% 92.53%DIP/AMASS 94.50% 94.46% 94.47%
MARS-v3 DIP 93.94% 93.93% 94.09%DIP/AMASS 95.81% 95.84% 95.93%
Tab. V summarizes the comparison of all algorithms in
terms of three performance metrics. It has been shown in
Tab. V that the proposed methods perform favorably over
all competing ones when only DIP dataset is available. All
three proposed methods can achieve an accuracy of more
than 90% while the comparison algorithm can only achieve a
recognition accuracy of 83%. This result can be explained by
the effectiveness of the denoising design and fusion strategies
embedded in the proposed methods. Specially, the spatio-
temporal feature of the considered dataset can be effectively
extracted by the proposed method. On the other hand, the
LSTM based algorithm is good at capturing the dependency
in real time series data but ignore the spatial information,
resulting in decreased HAR results.
What’s more, with AMASS dataset, one can perform the
knowledge transfer according to Algorithm. 1 for all con-
sidered deep learning based methods. The results in Tab. V
shows that the knowledge learned from AMASS dataset is
beneficial for boosting the performance of deep learning based
HAR algorithms except LSTM, demonstrating the adaption of
knowledge transfer can bridge the gap between virtual and real
IMU datasets.
In order to fully display the test results of various methods,
we show the confusion matrix of MARS-v2 and MARS-v3 on
the DIP dataset in Fig. 7. The result shows that the action of
Jumping is recognized with the lowest accuracy of 55%/71%
in MARS-v2 / MARS-v3 without fine-tuning. Jumping is
mainly incorrectly labeled as Upper body (39%/23%). This er-
ror is caused by the complex structure (composite activities) of
the Jumping category. For example, the Jumping action in the
DIP data set is actually defined as opening and closing jump,
which causes the recognition misjudgment between Jumping
and Upper body category. Moreover, from the confusion ma-
trix in Fig. 7, there is an ambiguity between Locomotion and
Lower body category. On the other hand, after fine-tuning, the
recognition accuracy of Jumping and Locomotion categories
has been respectively increased by 10%/6% and 14%/4%,
reaching 65%/77% (Jumping) and 96%/93% (Locomotion).
These result prove that the rich features obtained from the
TABLE VI: MULTI-SENSOR DATA ORGANIZATION FORM
Head R Knee L Wrist Spine L Knee R Wrist
3IMU 1∼12 13∼24 25∼36
4IMU 1∼12 13∼24 25∼36 37∼48
5IMU knee 1∼12 13∼24 25∼36 37∼48 49∼60
5IMU wrist 1∼12 13∼24 25∼36 37∼48 49∼60
6IMU 1∼12 13∼24 25∼36 37∼48 49∼60 61∼72
AMASS dataset can boost the performance of the HAR task
in real scene.
E. Effect of Sensor Numbers
For the results shown in Section V-D, we conducted ex-
periments based on 3 sensors (head, left wrist and right leg).
In order to further demonstrate the advantages of using the
AMASS dataset, we select more sensors in different locations,
which are explained in Tab. VI. It is noted that when five IMUs
are selected, the location of the fifth IMU can be placed on
the right wrist or left leg. The specific wearing position and
the organization of the collected data are shown in Tab. VI.
In this experiment, the classification performance metrics,
including accuracy, F1 scores, and precision, were adopted in
the evaluation, and the experimental results were given in Tab.
VII.
TABLE VII: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED
METHODS WITH DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF IMUS
Classifier IMU Number Dataset Accuaary F1-score Precision
MARS-v1
3 DIP 91.19% 90.35% 89.87%DIP/AMASS 93.81% 92.88% 92.00%
4 DIP 91.94% 91.02% 90.40%
5-knee DIP 92.19% 91.46% 91.13%
5-wrist DIP 93.44% 92.68% 92.47%
6 DIP 95.00% 95.01% 95.15%
MARS-v2
3 DIP 91.75% 91.77% 92.53%DIP/AMASS 94.50% 94.46% 94.47%
4 DIP 92.69% 92.73% 92.59%
5-knee DIP 94.44% 94.47% 94.95%
5-wrist DIP 94.13% 94.19% 94.68%
6 DIP 95.81% 95.82% 95.94%
MARS-v3
3 DIP 93.94% 93.93% 94.09%DIP/AMASS 95.81% 95.84% 95.93%
4 DIP 94.00% 93.99% 94.22%
5-knee DIP 95.31% 95.26% 95.45%
5-wrist DIP 95.19% 95.21% 95.34%
6 DIP 96.06% 96.04% 96.05%
In Tab. VII, the notations “DIP” and “DIP/AMASS” are
referred to the cases that the network training is based solely
on the DIP dataset and jointly on the DIP & AMASS datasets,
respectively. Besides, for the case of “DIP/AMASS”, we train
the network based on the AMASS and then fine-tune the
network parameters with DIP. From Tab. VII, it is clear that the
accuracies of HAR improve with an increase in the number
of sensors. The MARS-v3 can obtain the best performance
for any number of IMUs in both cases, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the proposed fusion scheme for the obtained
latent features in various domains.
Besides, from Fig. 9 and Tab. VII, we can see that the pro-
posed methods’ accuracy using six IMUs is higher than 95%,
especially MARS-v3, which can reach 96.06%. Besides, we
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Fig. 7: Confusion matrices illustration in the first case (3 IMUs).
can find that the use of 6 IMUs will improve the HAR results
in each category compared to that of 3 IMUs. Moreover, as
the number of sensors increases, the ambiguity between the
Locomotion category and the Lower body category is reduced.
However, the ambiguity between the Jumping category and the
Upper body category still exists.
Next, we compare the multi-sensor results with fine-tuned
results with three IMUs according to Algorithm 1. Tab. VII and
Fig. 10 show the comparison between fine-tuned results and
the multi-sensor results without the fine-tuning. HAR accura-
cies of all three proposed methods with three IMUs achieve
that with using 6 IMUs. This can be explained by noticing
the fact that AMASS contains abundant action features, which
encourages effective feature extraction. Besides, combing with
the proposed feature fusion and transfer strategies, it would not
be surprising that HAR results with only 3 IMUs (with fine-
tuning) can suppress that using 6 IMUs (without fine-tuning).
We will end this section by providing some discussions. It
can be seen from the analysis above that since each type of
action in the DIP dataset contains many complex composite
activities, which results in poor classification performance
for some activity, such as Jumping. Increasing the number
of wearable sensors seems an effective way to improve the
performance of HAR. For example, when using three sensors,
the result of training directly on the DIP is 93.94%. However,
a classifier trained with four sensors has little improvement
(0.06%) in recognition performance. This is because we placed
the fourth sensor on the human spine, which contributed
relatively little to the HAR in the DIP dataset. After that,
when placing the sensor at the knee or wrist, HAR’s accuracy
will increase to a more considerable extent. The recognition
accuracy using five IMUs can reach more than 95%, which
is slightly lower than the result after fine-tuning (95.81%).
As shown in Fig. 8, the recognition accuracy of the proposed
methods after fine-tuning reached the result of training using
five or six sensors. Therefore, our methods can achieve con-
siderable accuracy while avoiding the intrusion caused by too
many sensors, which are favorable to practical applications.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper innovatively created a big dataset using virtual
IMUs based on the recently released AMASS dataset. To
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histogram.
achieve complex HAR in the real scene, we have proposed
multiple-domain deep learning methods, consisting of a hybrid
feature extractor, comprehensive feature fusion, and transfer
module. Extensive experimental results based on the real DIP
dataset proved that our proposed methods compare favor-
ably over other competing ones. Significantly, the synthetic
AMASS dataset is beneficial for all considered methods to
achieve efficient and effective HAR. The proposed methods
have dramatically faster training speed and higher recognition
accuracy than other comparison methods, reaching 93.81%
and 94.50% and 95.81% accuracy. Moreover, combing with
the scheme of fine-tuning, the proposed methods with three
IMUs can obtain a comparable HAR accuracy obtained from
the ones with six IMUs and without fine-tuning, demonstrating
again the effectiveness of proposed methods and the novelty
of adopting virtual IMU data to realize real HAR.
We will build a more extensive dataset using more virtual
IMUs and release it for shared research in our future work.
We will also report the HAR results with more datasets and
use more methods, such as light-weight neural networks.
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